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Let 4 denote the set of all Hadamard matrices of order n. For HE Q, , define 
the weight of H to be the number of l’s in Hand is denoted by w(H). For a subset 
r C Q, , define the maximal weight of r as w(r) = max{w(H) I HE Q. Two 
Hadamard matrices are equivalent if one of them can be transformed to the’ 
other by permutation and negation of rows and columns, and the equivalence 
class containing His denoted by [HJ. In this paper, we shall derive lower bounds 
for ~([a), which are best possible for n < 20. We shall also determine the 
exact value of NJ(&). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Hadamard matrix of order n is an II x n (1, - 1)-matrix H satisfying the 
condition that HHT = nIn , where I, denotes the identity matrix of order n 
and HT is the transposed matrix of H. Let Q, denote the set of all Hadamard 
matrices of order n. For H E Q, , the weight of H is defined to be the number 
of l’s in H and is denoted by w(H). The sum of all entries of H is called the 
excess of H and is denoted by a(H). It is obvious that a(H) = 2w(H) - n2 
for HE !2, , and we shall mainly deal with o(H) in this paper. For a subset r 
of Q, , the maximal excess of r is defined as 
a(r) = max{u(H) 1 HE I’>. 
Two Hadamard matrices are defined to be equivalent if one of them can be 
transformed to the other by permutation and negation of rows and columns, 
and the equivalence class containing His denoted by [a. 
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Schmidt and Wang [3] obtained some upper and lower bounds for w([HJ). 
Later, Best [l] obtained sharper bounds. The main purpose of this paper is 
to prove the following lower bounds for a([HJ). 
THEOREM 1. For any H E Q2, and any positive integer m < n, the following 
inequality holds: 
cr([H]) >, 1 n - Zm 1 + 2(n - 
where 
if m is odd, 
The values of various upper and lower bounds for y1 < 44 are given in 
Table 1 for the sake of comparison. (Apparently, the table in [2] contains 
several errors. We have proved that 240 < CJ(J&,) < 244, but it seems diffi- 
cult to exclude the possibility that c&&J = 244.) 
2. LOWER BOUNDS FOR MAXIMAL EXCESSES 
Let V = {l, -11” be the set of all n-dimensional row vectors with entries 
fl. For HE Q, and v E V, H(v) denotes the matrix in 9, obtained by 
multiplying (entrywise) all rows of H with v and then negating all rows with 
negative excesses. Let Hi be the i-th row vector of H. Then 
4GN = i 0, &>I, 
i=l 
where (v, w) denotes the usual inner product of v and w  ([l, Proof of 
Theorem 31). Best [I] proved his Theorem 3 using the average of (o(H(v)) 1 
v E v>. We may sharpen his results by splitting V into suitable subsets. Let 
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and 
Then it is obvious that Q&z, m) is a lower bound for o([H”J), because there 
exists q, in V, which satisfies 
Let 
P&z, m) = f !i 
n 
oi 1 
Z j m - 
i4 j m-j 
nt -- 
2 l 
=R 
i ! 
2 
m-l 
\ 2 
- 2j I 
if m is odd, 
*m 
i 
$- 
-n 
m -- 
2 l I 
-1 2 
I if m is even. 
Then we have 
= In-2mI (i) +2@-- l>P&,m) 
by the orthogoaality of the first and the i-th rows. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 1. 
Remark 1. When m is even,.Q&z, m) is less than Ql(n, m -& 1). Therefore, 
Theorem 1 is useful for odd m only: 
Remark 2. Theorem 5 of [3] holds for all y1 > 4, because it corresponds 
to the case m = 3 of our Theorem 1. 
Remark 3. When m is around n/2 - (?n/8)1/2, Q&z, m) takes its maxi- 
mum value, and the bound is slightly better than (r~~/P)(~‘j~) obtained in 
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[l, Theorem 31, though they have the same order of magnitude. It is stated 
in [l, Remark after Theorem 31 that the bound is asymptotically equivalent 
to n(2n/~-)l/~ for n + co, and is not less than +2/2)1/Z. As an immediate 
corollary of our Theorem 1, it is easily shown that n(2n/z-)l’” is in fact a lower 
bound,for o([lz]) when 71 2 4. 
It is possible to sharpen Theorem 1 slightly further. 
THEOREM 2. For any H E L?, a&d any odd:integer m with n/4 ,< m < 3n/4, 
the following inequality holds: 
where 
Proof. Let 
and 
V m.m = (v E V j (v, HI>; = (u, Hz) F n - 2m}, 
Then, we have 
Q2(n, m) = 2 / n - 2m 1 + 
and 
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Remark 4. Let Q&z) be the least positive integer that is divisible by 4 
and is not less than max, Q&jr, m). Then we have 
for 4 < n < 20. That is,,the lower bound given in Theorem 2 is best possible 
for 4 < n < 20. 
THEOREM 3. u(L&J = 172. 
Proof. For any H EL&,, we have o(H) < 176 by the proof of 
[3, Theorem I]. Suppose CT(H) = 176. Then we may assume that 
si(H) = 2, 1 <i<4, 
= 6, 5 < i < 32, 
where si(H) denotes the sum of all entries in the i-th column of H. Further- 
more; we may assum.e that the sum of entries in the first row is equal to 2, 
and that the (1, i)-entry of H is 
I 
+1 1 <i<P, 
-1 p+l<i<4, 
+1 5<i<21-p, 
-1 22 - p < i < 32, 
for somep with 0 < p < 4. Let H’ be the matrix in 52,, obtained by negating 
the first row of H. Then 
s,(H’) = 0 1 <i<p, 
zzz 4 p+lGi<Zl-p, 
= 8 22 - p < i < 32. 
By the proof of [I, Theorem 33, we have 
which implies that p = -l/2, a contradiction, Hence u(H) < 172 for any 
HEQn,,. On the other hand, the following matrix has exeess 172. 
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- + +++++ Jr++++ +++++ +++++ ----- ------ 
+ + ----- +++++ +-I-+++ ----- -I-+++-+ ----- 
+ - f---- --+++ -i---f+ -++++ if--- -+-++ 
+ - -+--- f--++ f--$--f +-+++ -++-- +-f-+ 
+ - ---t-- ++--+ ++-+- ++-++ --++-- ++-+- 
+ - ---+- +++-- -,+-+ f f f - f  ----i-f -++-+ 
+ - ----+ -+++- +-++- ++++- f---+ +-++- 
+ + -+++- -++++ +-I--- -+-+- -+--+ +++-+ 
+ + --+++ f-+++ -++-- --+--I- +-+-- ++++- 
+ + -I---++ ++-++ --++- +--+- --f--t- -++++ 
+ + ++--+ +++-+ ---++ --f--f --+-+ f-+++ 
+ + +++-- ++++- +---+ +-+-- f--+- ++-++ 
+ + -+-t-4 f---+ -+7-+ -I-+++- ++,-++ --++- 
+ + -k-+1- ++---\,+-+-- -+++I- +-I-+-+ ---++ 
+ + -+-++ -++-- -3-L+- +-++-I- +++-t- f---+ 
+ + +--t--f --++- --+-+ ++-++ --I-+++ ++--- 
+ + -I-+-+- ---St+ +--+- ++-+-I- +--+3-f -++-- 
+ - -+++4 --+-+ f-+++ ---I-+- ---I++ --+-f-E 
+ - +-+++ f---f- ++-++ ---++ +--++ +-+--t 
+ - ++-+I- -+--+ ++,+-+ +2---f +-I---+ ++-+- 
+ - -l-if-f +-+-- ++++- ++--- +++-- -++-+ 
+ - ++++- -+-+- -++++ -+t--- -+++- +-++- 
- + +---+ -+--+ +++-+ -+++- +-++- +++--I- 
- + ++--- +-+-- ++++- --+++ -+-++ ++++- 
- + -++-- --f--f- -++++ -I---++ f--f--+ -++++ 
- + --I-+- --+-+ +-+++ ++--+ ++--4- f-+++ 
- + ---++ +---I- ++-++ i-++-- -++-+ ++-++ 
- -++-+ t-i-++ --++- -+-I-+ +-I--++ ++--+ 
- - +-++- +I-+--+ ---++ +-++- +++-+ +++-- 
- - -+-+I- ++++- +---+ -+-++ ++++- -+++- 
- - +-+--f- -++++ ++--- +--f--f -++-I-+ --+++ 
- - ++-+- +-+++ -++-- ++-+- +-+++ f--++ 
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